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Oystein Ore was born in Oslo on October 7, 1899. He studied at the 
University there, receiving the Ph. D. in 1924. His thesis, "Zur Theorie 
der algebraischen Koerper," was published in 1923 in Acta Mathematiea. 
Before and after receiving the degree, he studied abroad in Goettingen, 
Stockholm, and Paris. In 1925, he was appointed to a junior position at 
the University of Oslo. In 1926, Professor James Pierpont made a tour 
of Europe, seeking mathematicians who would contribute to research 
within the Yale department. His search bore fruit when Professor Ore 
joined the Yale faculty in 1927 as Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 
He was promoted to Associate Professor in 1928, and to Professor in 1929. 
In 1931, he was named Sterling Professor and continued in that post 
until his retirement in 1968. Death came unexpectedly in Oslo on 
August 13, 1968. 
Ore's earliest work was in the field of algebraic number theory. This 
is summarized in a short report presented at the 1928 International 
Congress of Mathematicians at Toronto. One of the main themes of his 
work centered on the following problems: Given k = Q(O) an algebraic 
number field defined by an irreducible equation f(O)= O, f(x)~ Z[x], 
f monic, to determine the decomposition of a prime p e Z into prime 
ideals in k and to determine the different and discriminant of k. In this 
connection, one has a classical result of Dedekind's that if p does not 
divide any improper factor of the discriminant of f (x) ,  then from the 
decomposition off(x) mod p as 
f(x) == ~i91(x) el' '" cDg(x) eg, 
~oi distinct prime factors, we have 
(p )  = e~,  ... p ; , ,  
Pi distinct prime ideals in k. Ore's papers dealt with the general case of 
this problem. First he showed that (p) = fr "'" fgg, where Ni = (p, (p~(0) e,) 
and for the further decomposition of Ni he introduced Newton polygons 
attached to the factors (pl ,..., (pg and gave constructive methods for 
determining the decomposition of the g~ into prime ideals. He also gave 
constructive methods for determining the improper factors of the dis- 
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criminant as an application of his theory. Ore's results appeared shortly 
before the great development of algebraic number theory of the late 
twenties and early thirties which was due to Artin, Chevalley, Hasse, and 
Herbrand, and his results were largely superseded by theirs. Moreover, 
his avoidance of p-adic numbers which subsequently became the central 
tool in algebraic number theory was a distinct handicap in Ore's research 
in this area. 
Between 1930 and 1934 Ore published an important series of papers 
on noncommutative arithmetic. One of these contained his famous 
embedding theorem for noncommutative integral domains in division 
rings. Another introduced rings of noncommutative polynomials 
comprising as special cases rings of differential polynomials and what 
are now known as skew polynomial rings. A special case of these, which 
Ore studied separately and applied to finite fields, was based on 
p polynomials. Another important idea introduced by Ore was that of 
the Eigenring of an element of a ring which gives a determination of the 
ring of endomorphisms of a cyclic module. The main objective of Ore's 
work in this area appears to have been the extension of elementary 
factorization theory and related representations of elements as least 
common multiples of indecomposable elements to the noncommutative 
case. 
In the period 1935-1940 Ore's work dealt mainly with lattices and 
especially with decomposition theorem for elements of a lattice into 
indecomposable elements. These constituted abstract versions of the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem and of decomposition theorems for ideals as 
well as the result which Ore had obtained earlier in noncommutative 
arithmetic. Ore and G. Birkhoff were responsible for the renewal of 
interest in lattices during the 1930's. These had been introduced some 
forty years earlier by Dedekind under the name of Dualgruppen. (Ore 
called them structures.) One of his main contributions to the field was a 
decomposition theorem discovered independently by Kurosch and now 
known as the Kurosch-Ore theorem. 
Ore's work on lattices led him to the study of equivalence relations, 
closure relations and Galois connections and then to the study of graph 
theory which occupied him to the end of his life. He published two 
standard books in this field: The American Mathematical Society 
Colloquium volume, "The Theory of Graphs" (1962) and "The Four- 
Color Problem" (1967) as well as an introductory monograph "Graphs 
and their Uses." He had a very active group of students and collaborators 
working with him on graph theory shortly before his retirement. 
Ore had a lively interest in the history of mathematics and in biography 
of mathematicians. His unusual gift in writing books of wide appeal 
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manifest in his fine biography of Abel, written first in Norwegian then in 
English, and his book "Cardano. The Gambling Scholar." One may add 
parenthetically that he was occasionally interested himself in this aspect 
of applied probability theory. 
In all, Oystein Ore published a hundred and twenty mathematical 
papers and ten books. The titles of these indicate his wide interests within 
the world of mathematics. But his interests ranged far beyond this world. 
Throughout his life he maintained a deep and knowledgeable interest in 
the world of art, particularly painting and sculpture. He was an ardent 
collector of ancient maps, concerning which he was somewhat of an 
expert. Like many other cultured Scandinavians, he was fluent in several 
foreign languages. 
Ore always maintained close contact with his native land, returning to 
Oslo nearly every summer, whether from New Haven or from his travels 
and researches on the Continent. During the Second World War he 
played an important role in the organization and activity of "American 
Relief for Norway," and "Free Norway." For this he was decorated 
in 1947 by King Haakon VII with the Knight Order of St. Olaf. 
There was no slackening in the pace of Ore's scholarly work as he 
approached retirement. He was scheduled to address a mathematical 
meeting in Oslo on August 14. He had been invited to continue his 
research and writing at the Center of Advanced Study of Wesleyan 
University for the year 1968-69. 
Oystein Ore's death cut short a productive life when it was in full tide. 
